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ABSTRACT - Cloud computing is an upcoming realm that has endowed conceptual and infrastructural foundation for 

computing. With the initiation of abundant clouds hinged on the services and geographically strewn cloud service 

providers, receptive information of diverse entities are by and large amassed in far-flung servers and locations which 

may show the way to the possibilities of data being manifested to redundant parties in the state of affairs where the 

cloud servers storing that information are compromised. The hefty amount of transmitted data which entails data to be 

protected and sound inclusive of transmission speed should be alacritous. Due to this if security of data is not vigorous 

and unswerving, the flexibility and advantages that cloud computing has to offer will have minute reliability. This 

paper deals with data security algorithms used in cloud computing and outlines cryptographic strength objectively 

rather than subjectively with undesirable descriptors such as emaciated, finer and better. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Cloud Computing is a circulated architecture that integrates 

server resources on a scalable platform in order to endow 

virtualized computing resources along with services. Cloud 

service providers (CSP‟s) suggest cloud platforms for their 

customers to make use of generating their web services. 

Cloud computing is a model that facilitates appropriate, on-

demand network access to a shared pool of configurable 

computing resources such as networks, servers, storage, 

applications that can be swiftly operated as well as 

discharged with least management endeavour or service 

provider‟s interface. This gives consent to developers to 

contemplate on the commercial worth to a certain extent on 

the initial budget. The clients of commercial clouds rent 

computing power (virtual machines) or storage space 

(virtual space) vigorously, in accordance with the needs of 

their trade. Ever since the cloud computing has turned out 

to be all-pervading, a huge amount of receptive data is 

being intense on the cloud. Due to this global combination 

is obligatory to encrypt the unessential data prior to 

transmit it onto the cloud .Encryption algorithms engage in 

a foremost task in subjecting to data security.  

Security Algorithms used in Cloud Computing 

Inadequate regulation in excess of the data may perhaps 

incur an assortment of security subject as well as threats 

which takes account of data leakage, apprehensive 

interface, partaking of resources, data accessibility in 

addition to inside assail. There are diverse research 

confrontations furthermore for implementing cloud 

computing for instance well marked service level 

agreement (SLA), privacy, interoperability as well as 

consistency. In this segment we have sketched out a variety 

of security algorithms acclimated to secure data in the 

course of encryption prior to transmit it on cloud. Security 

algorithms used in cloud computing will facilitate to 

accomplish the subsequent objectives of cryptography 

a. Confidentiality: to formulate definite data vestiges 

private 

b. Integrity: to make certain data is confined from 

accidental or purposeful adaptation 

c. Authentication: to make sure distinctiveness of 

sender 

d. Non- repudiation: to make sure data was received 

We have made an effort to classify some parameters 

(metrics) for these cipher by which we can evaluate their 

cryptographic potency. 

 Encryption Key Length: - Number of Characters in 

the encryption key. All the block ciphers, which we 

have reviewed, are employing bits in the key .So, when 

we talk about Length of the key, it means number of 

bits in the key[1]. 

E.g.:  If Key K = 1010; Length = 4       bits. 

 Block Size:- Number of bits in the block of data. 

E.g.:If Block = 01010; Block Size = 5 bits. 

 Complexity of Round Function F: - Computations 

implicated in a round function. Complexity of function 

F is measured by complexity of its segment [2].  

 Complexity of Sub key Generation Algorithm: - 

Related Definition (as in case of Function F). 
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 S-boxes: - They are the alternative boxes, used for 

replacement diverse output bits corresponding to 

certain input bits. They confer non-linearity to the 

cipher. 

 Number of Operators Involved: - It is the number of 

operators in the Encryption/Decryption processes of 

the cipher [3]. 

 Number of Cycles (Rounds): - It is number of rounds 

in Encryption/Decryption processes of the cipher. 

 Key And Data Dependent Rotations: They are those 

Rotations of the Encryption/Decryption processes that 

reckons on key along with data blocks that are poignant 

in the course of rounds. 

 Confusion and Diffusion:  -They are fundamental 

building blocks for any cryptographic system.     

 Confusion:  - It is a property by which 

relationship between the statistics of the 

cipher text and the value of the encryption key 

is made so complex that is difficult to judge 

the plaintext. 

 Diffusion:  - It is a property by which 

relationship between the statistics of the 

plaintext and cipher text is made so complex 

that is difficult for cryptanalyst to deduce the 

value of the encryption key. 

II. ALGORITHMS UNDER MODERN 

TECHNIQUES 

1. Simplified Data Encryption Standard( SDES ) 

Simplified DES (S-DES) is an edifying, not a cosseted 

encryption algorithm. It has equivalent possessions as well 

as composition to DES with an immense deal less 

significant parameters. It was developed by Professor 

Edward Schaefer of Santa Clara University. It makes use of 

classical festal composition. It was not confined in contrast 

to other algorithms [4]. It makes use of preset key size, 

block size, number of rounds in addition to fixed rotations. 

Its round function F has squat intricacy, as an effect of 

which bafflement and diffusion of properties are not prime. 

Encryption Algorithm 

Encryption algorithm gets hold of an 8-bit block of 

plaintext in addition to a 10-bit key as input and fabricates 

an 8-bit block of cipher text as output.i.e. 

Block Size (Input Plaintext)   : 8 bits  

Key                                      : 10 bits 

Output (Ciphertext)                 : 8 bits 

We can in brief express the encryption algorithm as a 

formation of functions. 

    IP
-1 

○ fK2 ○ SW ○ fK1 ○ IP 

                      

If C and P indicate the cipher text in addition to plaintext 

respectively, then 

  C = IP
-1

(fK2 (SW (fK1 (IP (P))))) 

Where        K1 = P8 (Shift (P10 (K)))  ; K = 

Key 

  K2 = P8 (Shift (Shift ((P10 (K))))  

 K1 and K2 are of 8-bit both formed from sub key formation 

process. Sub key generation connects four functions which 

are functional in a five step progression in command to 

generate two sub keys.  

1. P10: A permutation P10 with the objective of 

permutes a 10-bit input. 

2. LS-1: A spherical left shift (of 1 bit) operation 

(Rotation). 

3. P8:  An 8-bit permutation that brings into 

being an 8-bit output; which gives the first sub key K1. 

4. LS-2:  Nevertheless again the output from step 2 

is governed to a consequent double circular left shift     

(of 2 bits). 

5. P8:  An 8-bit discrepancy that formulates a 

second 8-bit output; this is the second subkey K2. 

Decryption Algorithm:  

Decryption Process is the retract of Encryption using 

indistinguishable key. 

Order of Operations is 

  IP
 
○ fK2 ○ SW ○ fK1 ○ IP

-1 

 

         Here, P = IP
-1

(fK2 (SW(fK1(IP(C))))) 

 

Some metrics evaluated are as follows: 

Sr.No. Metrics 

(Parameters) 

Value Sr.No. Metrics 

(Parameters) 

Value 

1. Block size 8 bits 9. Complexity of S-

boxes 

Low 

2. Type of 

Block 

Fixed 10. Number of rounds 2 

3. Encryption 

key length 

10 

bits 

11. Complexity of 

function F 

Low 

4. Type of key  Fixed 12. Number of 

operators  

1 

5. Total number 

of possible 

keys 

1024 13. Complexity of 

Subkey generation 

Algorithm 

Low 

6. Function 

occurrences 

2 14. Key and data 

dependent rotations 

Fixed 

7. Type of 

function 

Fixed 15. Level of confusion 

and diffusion 

Low 

8. Number of 

S-boxes 

2 16. Cipher text size 8 bits 

 

2. Data Encryption Standard (DES)  

The Data Encryption Standard (DES) is symmetric key 

algorithm and has been in made use of since the mid-1970s, 

certified by the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) [now 

the National Institute for Standards and Technology 

(NIST)] as Federal Information Processing Standard 46 (it 

is the US Official Government encryption criterion for less-
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than-top-secret material) as well as assumed by the 

American National Standards Institute (ANSI) as X3.92.  

Encryption Algorithm 

Encryption algorithm derives a 64-bits block of plaintext as 

well as a 56-bit key as input as well as generates a 64-bit 

block of cipher text as output[5]. i.e. 

 Input     :  Plaintext of 64 bits 

 Key   :  56 bits 

Output   :  Cipher text of 64 bits 

Encryption can be affirmed as follows 

 IP
-1

 ○ fK16 ○ SW ○ fK15 ○ SW ○….○ SW ○ fK1 ○ IP  

Note: - In fact, the Encryption anticipates a 64-bit key as 

input, on the other hand, only 56 of these bits are 

progressively more used; the other 8 bits can be used as 

parity bits or simply set arbitrarily, i.e. 56 + 8 bits of parity 

= 64 bits. 

Some metrics evaluated are as follows: 

Sr.No. Metrics 

(Parameters) 

Value Sr.No. Metrics 

(Parameters) 

Value 

1. Block size 64 bits 9. Complexity 

of S-boxes 

Low 

2. Type of 

Block 

Fixed 10. Number of 

rounds 

16 

3. Encryption 

key length 

56 bits 11. Complexity 

of function F 

Low 

4. Type of key  Fixed 12. Number of 

operators  

1 

5. Total 

number of 

possible 

keys 

7.2*1016 13. Complexity 

of Subkey 

generation 

Algorithm 

Low 

6. Function 

occurrences 

16 14. Key and data 

dependent 

rotations 

Round 

dependent 

7. Type of 

function 

Fixed 15. Level of 

confusion 

and diffusion 

Low 

8. Number of 

S-boxes 

8 16. Cipher text 

size 

64 bits 

III. TRIPLE DES WITH TWO KEYS ALGORITHM 

(3DES (2)) 

Triple DES is used at some point in Federal association in 

the course of sensitive data. The algorithm strangely 

categorizes the mathematical steps requisite to convert data 

obsessed to list on a cryptographic cipher furthermore to 

modify the cipher repeal to original shape. The illustration 

for encryption extends due to multiple utilization of DES. It 

moreover employs fixed block size, number of rounds in 

addition to unchanging rotations. Encryption is 

fundamentally EDE (Encrypt – Decrypt – Encrypt) series 

(There is no cryptographic implication to the consumption 

of decryption projected for the second stage. Its only 

advantage is with the intention of allocating users of triple 

DES to decrypt data encrypted by users of the older single 

DES.). Triple Encryption procedure is a formation of 

encryption as well as decryption method of single DES 

cipher.   

Encryption Algorithm 

Encryption algorithm gets hold of a 64-bits block of 

plaintext as well as a 112-bit key as input moreover creates 

a 64-bits block of cipher text as output. i.e. 

 Input         :  64 bits (Plaintext) 

 Output                 :  64 bits (Cipher text) 

 Key             :  112 bits  

Encryption can be defined as 

  C = EK1[DK2[EK1[P]]] 

Where C = Ciphertext  

 EK1 = DES Encryptoin with key K1. 

 DK2 = DES Decryption with key K2. 

 P = Plaintext. 

Decryption Algorithm: - 

 Input    :  64 bits(Ciphertext) 

 Output   :  64 bits(Plaintext) 

 Key      :  112 bits   

Decryption can be defined as 

 P  =  DK1[EK2[DK1[C]]] 

                Where,                          

              C  =  Ciphertext  

   EK2  =  DES 

Encryption with key K2. 

DK1  =  DES 

Decryption with key K1. 

P  =  Plaintext. 

Some metrics evaluated are as follows: 

Sr.No. Metrics 

(Parameters) 

Value Sr.No. Metrics 

(Parameters) 

Value 

1. Block size 64 9. Complexity 

of S-boxes 

Low 

2. Type of 

Block 

Fixed 10. Number of 

rounds 

48 

3. Encryption 

key length 

112 11. Complexity 

of function 

F 

Low 

4. Type of key  Fixed 12. Number of 

operators  

1 

5. Total 

number of 

possible 

keys 

5.9*1033 13. Complexity 

of Subkey 

generation 

Algorithm 

Low 

6. Function 

occurrences 

48 14. Key and 

data 

dependent 

rotations 

Round 

dependent 

7. Type of 

function 

Fixed 15. Level of 

confusion 

and 

diffusion 

Low 

8. Number of 

S-boxes 

24 16. Cipher text 

size 

64 
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IV. TRIPLE DES WITH THREE KEYS 

ALGORITHM (3DES (3)) 

Triple DES by means of two keys puts up with meet-in-the-

middle attack. Consequently, promoting in excess of this is 

Triple DES with three keys. Within this cipher amount of 

efforts for cryptanalysis is 2
112

, which will formulate job of 

cryptanalysis infeasible. Its encryption procedure is much 

slower than DES. It employs predetermined block size, 

amount of rounds as well as fixed rotations. It is definitely 

advancement over DES, 2DES along with 3DES (2). 

Encryption Algorithm:   

Encryption algorithm obtains a 64-bits block of plaintext in 

addition to a 168-bit key as input as well as formulates a 

64-bits block of cipher text as output. i.e. 

Input    :  64 bits (Plaintext) 

Output   :  64 bits (Cipher text) 

Key      :  168 bits 

Encryption can be defined as: - 

EDEK1,K2,K3(P) = DESK3(DESK2
-1

(DESK1(P))) 

Where, 

 P = Plaintext 

EDEK1,K2,K3(P) = Triple DES by means of three 

keys(K1,K2,K3) algorithm activated on P. 

 DESK3( ) = DES encryption with key K3. 

            DESK1( ) = DES encryption with key K1. 

 DESK2
-1

( ) = DES decryption with key K2.  

Another Way to define encryption process. 

Encryption can be defined as 

 C = EK3[DK2[EK1[P]]] 

Where, 

            C = Ciphertext  

        EK1 = DES Encryption with key K1. 

DK2 = DES Decryption with key K2. 

 EK3 = DES Encryption with key K3. 

P = Plaintext. 

Decryption Algorithm:  

  Input    : 64 bits (Cipher text) 

  Output   : 64 bits (Plain text) 

  Key      : 168 bits  

Decryption can be defined as: 

 DEDK1,K2,K3(C) = DESK1
-1

(DESK2(DESK3
-1

(C))) 

Where, 

C = Ciphertext 

DEDK1,K2,K3(C)=Triple DES with three 

keys(K1,K2,K3) algorithm operated on C. 

DESK1
-1

( )= DES decryption with key K1. 

DESK2( ) = DES encryption with key K2. 

DESK3
-1

( ) = DES decryption with key K3. 

An additional way to define decryption. 

Decryption can be defined as 

P = DK1[EK2[DK3[C]]] 

Where, 

C     =  Ciphertext  

EK2  =  DES Encryption with key K2. 

DK1  =  DES Decryption with key K1. 

DK3  =  DES Decryption with key K3. 

P      =  Plaintext. 

Some metrics evaluated are as follows: 

 

Sr.No. Metrics 

(Parameters) 

Value Sr.No. Metrics 

(Parameters) 

Value 

1. Block size 64 9. Complexity 

of S-boxes 

Low 

2. Type of 

Block 

Fixed 10. Number of 

rounds 

48 

3. Encryption 

key length 

168 11. Complexity 

of function 

F 

Low 

4. Type of key  Fixed 12. Number of 

operators  

1 

5. Total 

number of 

possible 

keys 

3.7*1050 13. Complexity 

of Subkey 

generation 

Algorithm 

Low 

6. Function 

occurrences 

48 14. Key and 

data 

dependent 

rotations 

Round 

Dependent 

7. Type of 

function 

Fixed 15. Level of 

confusion 

and 

diffusion 

Low 

8. Number of 

S-boxes 

24 16. Cipher text 

size 

64 

4. International Data Encryption Algorithm (IDEA)  

The algorithm is a symmetric block cipher developed by 

Xuejia Lai in addition to James Massey of the Swiss 

Federal Institute of Technology[6].It makes the most of 

varied operators in calculation which connect to its 

cryptographic influence. It moreover makes use of preset 

key size, block size and number of rounds. It is rudimental, 

even if, it can be projected for non-commercial principle.  

Encryption Algorithm 

Encryption algorithm acquires a 64-bits block of plaintext 

as well as a 128-bit key as input and generates a 64-bits 

block of cipher text as output. i.e. 

Input   :  64 bits (Plaintext) signified as M = 

m1m2….m64  

Key      :  128 bits symbolized as K = k1k2….k128. 

Output: 64 bits (Cipher text) represented as cipher 

text block Y = (Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4). 

Encryption procedure is elucidated in subsequent steps: 
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1.  (Key Schedule) Calculate 16-bit subkeys Z1
(r)

,Z2
(r)

, 

…,Z6
(r)

 for rounds 1≤r≤8, and Z1
(9)

,…,
 
Z4

(9)   
for the 

output conversion. 

2.   (X1,X2,X3,X4) ← 

(m1…m16,m17….m32,m33…m48,m49…m64),Where 

Xi is a 16-bit data. 

3. Intended for encompassing r from 1 to 8 do: 

 (a).  X1 ← X1 Θ Z1
(r)

,   X4 ← X4 Θ Z4
(r)

,   X2 ← X2 

+ Z2
(r) 

,   X3 ← X3 + Z3
(r)

. 

  (b).  t0 ← Z5
(r) 

Θ (X1  X3),   t1 ← Z6
(r) 

Θ (t0 + (X2+X4)),  t2 
  

← t0 + t1. 

   (c).  X1← X1 + t1,  X4←X4+t2,  a←X2+t2,  X2 ← X3 + t1,  

X3 ← a. 

4. (Output Transformation ) Y1 ← X1 Θ Z1
(9)

,  Y4 ← 

X4 Θ Z4
(9)

 ,  Y2 ← X3+ Z2
(9)

,  Y3 ← X2 Θ Z3
(9) 

. 

Where +  :- Addition modulo 2
16

.  

            Θ :- Multiplication modulo 2
16

 +1. 

   :- Bitwise Exclusive OR.  

Some metrics evaluated are as follows: 

 

 

Sr.No. Metrics (Parameters) Value Sr.No. Metrics (Parameters) Value 

1. Block size 64 9. Complexity of S-boxes No S-box used 

2. Type of Block Fixed 10. Number of rounds 8 

3. Encryption key length 128 11. Complexity of function F No function used 

4. Type of key  Fixed 12. Number of operators  3 

5. Total number of possible 

keys 

3.4*1038 13. Complexity of Subkey 

generation Algorithm 

Low 

6. Function occurrences No function used 14. Key and data dependent 

rotations 

Fixed 

7. Type of function No function used 15. Level of confusion and 

diffusion 

Intermediate 

8. Number of S-boxes No S-box used 16. Cipher text size 64 

 

V. BLOWFISH ALGORITHM  

Blowfish was developed in 1993 by Bruce Schneier, an 

utmost expert as well as cryptographer[7]; he published the 

resource code, moreover unhindered the algorithm 

concerned in the public dominion.  Blowfish is a variable-

length key block cipher. It is predominantly suitable for 

applications where the key does not transform often, like a 

communication link or an automatic file encryptor. It uses 

64-bit blocks as well as inconsistent key length, up to 448 

bits. It makes use of random key-dependent S-boxes in 

addition to is used in a number of applications. It requires 

less memory; it can dart on less than 5K memory. 

Encryption Algorithm  

Blowfish encrypts 64-bit blocks of plaintext keen on 64-bit 

blocks of ciphertext. It has variable-length key. Data 

encryption becomes apparent via 16-round Feistel network. 

Each round reclines of a key-dependent discrepancy and 

substitution. All measures are XORs as well as 

accompaniments on 32-bit words. Distinct DES, Blowfish 

pertains the F-function to the left half of the block, 

accomplishing a result XORed to the right half of the block.  

Blowfish Encryption uses two primitive operations: 

 Addition:  Addition of words, symbolized by +, is 

executed modulo 2
32

. 

 Bitwise exclusive-OR:  This operation is denoted 

by. 

The vital objective about these two operations is that they 

do not replace. This formulates cryptanalysis further 

intricate. 

 The plaintext is estranged into two 32-bit halves LE0 and 

RE0. We make use of the variables LEi and REi to condemn 

to the left along with right half of the data successive to 

round i has concluded. The algorithm can be defined by the 

following pseudo code: 

  for i =  1 to 16 do 

  REi =LEi – 1  Pi 

LEi =F[REi]  REi-1 

LE17 = RE16  P18 

RE17 = LE16  P17 

Some metrics evaluated are as follows: 

 

Sr.No. Metrics (Parameters) Value Sr.No. Metrics (Parameters) Value 

1. Block size 64 9. Complexity of S-boxes High 

2. Type of Block Fixed 10. Number of rounds 16 
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3. Encryption key length 32 to 448 11. Complexity of function F Intermediate 

4. Type of key  variable 12. Number of operators  2 

5. Total number of possible 

keys 

4294967296 to 7.2*10134 13. Complexity of Subkey 

generation Algorithm 

High 

6. Function occurrences 16 14. Key and data dependent 

rotations 

Key dependent 

7. Type of function Fixed 15. Level of confusion and 

diffusion 

Intermediate 

8. 

Number of S-boxes 4 16. Cipher text size 64 

VI. RC2 

RC2 is a conventional (secret-key) block encryption 

algorithm, which may perhaps be well thought-out as a 

proposal for a DES substitution. The input and output block 

sizes are 64 bits each. The key size is inconsistent, from one 

byte up to 128 bytes, while the current implementation uses 

eight bytes.On an IBM AT, the encryption runs about twice 

as fast as DES (assuming that key expansion has been 

done). 

There are three separate algorithms concerned in its 

working: 

Encryption: -   This takes a 64-bit input quantity stored in 

words R[0], ..., R[3] and encrypts it "in place" (i.e. the 

result is left in R[0], ..., R[3]). 

Decryption: -     The inverse operation to encryption. 

Encryption algorithm: - 

RC2 uses the following primitive operations: - 

 Addition: Addition of words, denoted by +, is 

performed modulo 2
32

. The inverse operation, 

denoted by -, is subtraction modulo 2
w
. 

 Bitwise exclusive-or: This operation is denoted by 

. 

 Bitwise complement: This operation is denoted 

by ~. 

 Bitwise AND: This operation is denoted by &. 

 Left circular rotation: The cyclic rotation of 

word x left by y bits is denoted by x < < < y. 

The encryption algorithm receives a 64-bit input stored in 

the 16-bit words R[0], R[1], R[2], R[3] and places the result 

back in R[0] through R[3]. The algorithm consists of a total 

of 18 rounds of two types: mixing and mashing.  

Decryption Algorithm: - 

Decryption is carried out as the inverse operation of 

encryption, so that the rounds act upon and the keys are 

used in reverse order. The decryption operation is defined 

in terms of primitive operations that undo the "mix" and 

"mash" operations of the encryption algorithm. The entire 

decryption operation can now be illustrated as follows. 

Here j is a global integer variable, which is affected by the 

mixing operations. 

1. Initialize words R[0], ..., R[3] to contain the 64-bit  

cipher text value. 

2. Expand the key, so that words K[0], ..., K[63] become  

defined. 

3. Initialize j to 63. 

4. Perform five R-mixing rounds. 

5. Perform one R-mashing round. 

6. Perform six  R-mixing rounds. 

7. Perform one R-mashing round. 

8. Perform five R-mixing rounds. 

Some metrics evaluated are as follows: 

 

Sr.No. Metrics (Parameters) Value Sr.No. Metrics (Parameters) Value 

1. Block size 64 9. Complexity of S-boxes Not applicable 

2. Type of Block Fixed 10. Number of rounds 18 

3. Encryption key length 8 to 1024 11. Complexity of function F Not applicable 

4. Type of key  Variable 12. Number of operators  5 

5. Total number of possible 

keys 

256 to 1.7*10308 13. Complexity of Subkey 

generation Algorithm 

Intermediate 

6. Function occurrences No function used 14. Key and data dependent 

rotations 

Fixed 

7. Type of function No function used 15. Level of confusion and 

diffusion 

Not applicable 

8. Number of S-boxes No s-box used 16. Cipher text size 64 
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VII. RIVEST CIPHER 5 (RC5) ALGORITHM 

The RC5 cipher was devised by Professor Ronald L. Rivest 

of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1994[8]. It 

is an enormously swift as well as refined algorithm that is 

parameterized by means of the block size, the amount of 

rounds, as well as key length. These parameters can be in 

clinched to congregate differing goals for security, 

presentation, along with exportability.   

Encryption Algorithm: -  

RC5 encrypts blocks of plaintext of length 32, 64, or 128 

bits arched on blocks of ciphertext of the identical length. 

The key in length varies as of 0 to 2040 bits. An 

unambiguous description of RC5 is chosen as RC5-w/r/b. 

Functioning as, RC5-32/12/16 has 32-bit words (64-bit 

plaintext and ciphertext blocks), 12 rounds in the 

encryption in addition to decryption algorithms, other than 

a key length of 16 bytes (128 bits).  

Algorithm_RC5_Encryption (w-bit word size, r rounds, 

b-byte key) 

INPUT      : 2w-bit plaintext M = (A, B)  

KEY         : K [0] K [1]…K [b-1] 

OUTPUT: 2w-bit cipher text C. 

Encryption uses three primeval operations (and their 

inverses): - 

 Addition: totting up of words, specified by +, is 

executing modulo 2
w
. The contrary operation denoted 

by -, is subtraction modulo 2
w
. 

 Bitwise exclusive-OR: This operation is specified 

by . 

 Left circular rotation: The cyclic rotation of word x 

left by y bits is denoted by x <<< y. The inverse is the 

right spherical rotation of word x by y bits, denoted by 

x >>> y. 

Decryption Algorithm 

We would bring to light pseudo code for decryption.  

Algorithm_RC5_Decryption (w-bit wordsize, r rounds, b-

byte key) 

 INPUT    : 2w-bit plaintext C = (A,B) ; r; key K = 

K[0]K[1]…K[b-1];precomputed subkeys    

S0S1….S2r+1. 

OUTPUT   :  2w-bit ciphertext C. 

1. For i from r down to 1 do : B←((B - S2i+1 )>>>A)   A 

         A←((A - S2i)>>>B)  B  

2. The output is M ← (A- S0 , B- S1). 

Decryption, exposed in Figure 1(b), is devoid of intensity 

plagiaristic from the encryption algorithm. Encryption as 

well as Decryption algorithms are divergent to each other 

by means of same key. Implementation of decryption 

algorithm is corresponding as encryption, however with the 

following modifications.  

 Addition operator + is replaced with Subtraction 

operator -. 

 Left Circular operator <<< is substitute with Right 

Circular operator >>>. 

 Input to the algorithm is ciphertext of 2w bits. 

Some metrics evaluated are as follows: 

 

Sr.No. Metrics (Parameters) Value Sr.No. Metrics (Parameters) Value 

1. Block size 32,64,128 9. Complexity of S-boxes Not applicable 

2. Type of Block Variable 10. Number of rounds 0 to 255 

3. Encryption key length 40 to 2040 11. Complexity of function F Not applicable 

4. Type of key  Variable 12. Number of operators  5 

5. Total number of possible 

keys 

1.09*1012 13. Complexity of Subkey 

generation Algorithm 

intermediate 

6. Function occurrences Not applicable 14. Key and data dependent 

rotations 

Data dependent 

7. Type of function No function used 15. Level of confusion and 

diffusion 

Not applicable 

8. Number of S-boxes No-S-boxes 16. Cipher text size Same as plain text size 

 

VIII. CAST-128 [CARLISLE ADAMS STAFFORD 

TAVARES]  

CAST-128 Encryption Algorithm,[9] a DES-like 

Substitution-Permutation Network (SPN) cryptosystem 

which comes out to have congenial restraints` to diffusion 

cryptanalysis, linear cryptanalysis, as well as associated-key 

cryptanalysis. This cipher besides that it comprehends 

number of alternative alluring cryptographic properties, in 

juxtaposition with avalanche, Strict Avalanche Criterion 

(SAC), Bit Independence Criterion (BIC) forth with a notch 

of insubstantial semi-weak keys.   

Algorithm 

INPUT     :  Plaintext m1m2...m64; key K = k1k2...k128. 

OUTPUT: Ciphertext c1c2...c64. 
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1. (key schedule) Compute 16 pairs of subkeys {Kmi, 

Kri} from K (by subkey generation algorithm). 

2. (L0,R0) <-- (m1m2...m64).  (Split the plaintext into 

left as well as right 32-bit  halves  L0 = m1m2...m32 

as well as    R0 = m33m34...m64). 

3.   (16 rounds) for i from 1 to 16, compute Li and Ri as 

follows: 

                           Li = Ri-1 

                             Ri = Li-1   Fi(Ri-1,Kmi,Kri), 

                                 (Fi is of Type 1, Type 2, or Type 3, 

depending on i). 

4. c1c2...c64 <-- (R16,L16).  (Exchange final blocks 

L16 ,R16 and concatenate to form the 

ciphertext.) 

Some metrics evaluated are as follows: 

 

 

Sr.No. Metrics (Parameters) Value Sr.No. Metrics (Parameters) Value 

1. Block size 64 9. Complexity of S-boxes High 

2. Type of Block Fixed 10. Number of rounds 16 

3. Encryption key length 40 to 128 11. Complexity of function F High 

4. Type of key  Variable 12. Number of operators  4 

5. Total number of possible 

keys 

1.09*1012 to 3.4*1038 13. Complexity of Subkey 

generation Algorithm 

Intermediate 

6. Function occurrences 16 14. Key and data dependent 

rotations 

Key dependent 

7. Type of function Variable 15. Level of confusion and 

diffusion 

High 

8. Number of S-boxes 8 16. Cipher text size Same as plain text size 

 

IX. AES(ADVANCED ENCRYPTION STANDARD) 

The additional popular and broadly adopted symmetric 

encryption algorithm likely to be come across currently is 

the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). It is initiated at 

least six time faster than triple DES. 

Encryption Algorithm 

AES is an iterative rather than Feistel cipher[10]. It is 

hinged on „substitution–permutation network‟. It 

encompasses a series of concurrent operations, a few of 

which entail replacing inputs by specific outputs 

(substitutions) whereas others involve shuffle bits around 

(permutations). AES executes all its computations on 

bytes rather than bits. Hence, AES treats the 128 bits of a 

plaintext block as 16 bytes. These 16 bytes are arranged in 

four columns and four rows for dealing out as a matrix. 

AES uses 10 rounds for 128-bit keys, 12 rounds for 192-

bit keys and 14 rounds for 256-bit keys. Each of these 

rounds uses a different 128-bit round key, which is 

calculated from the original AES key.[11] 

Each round of algorithm encompasses of four sub 

processes. 

1. Byte Substitution (SubBytes) 

2. Shiftrows 

3. MixColumns 

4. Addroundkey 

Decryption Algorithm 

The method of decryption of an AES cipher text is akin to 

the encryption process in the reverse order. Each round 

comprises of the four methods carried out in the repeal 

order − 

 Add round key 

 Mix columns 

 Shift rows 

 Byte substitution 

In view of the fact that sub-processes in each round are in 

reverse manner, contrasting for a Feistel Cipher, the 

encryption and decryption algorithm desires to be 

unconnectedly put into practice, even though they are very 

strongly related. 

Some metrics evaluated are as follows: 

 

Sr.No. Metrics (Parameters) Value Sr.No. Metrics (Parameters) Value 

1. Block size 128 9. Complexity of S-boxes Intermediate 

2. Type of Block Fixed 10. Number of rounds 10 for 128bit key,12 for 192 bit key,14 for 256 

bit key 

3. Encryption key length 128,192,256 11. Complexity of function F intermediate 
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4. Type of key  Variable 12. Number of operators  1 

5. Total number of possible 

keys 

3.4*1038, 

6.27*1057, 

1.15*1077 

13. Complexity of Subkey generation 

Algorithm 

Low 

6. Function occurrences 4 14. Key and data dependent rotations Fixed 

7. Type of function Fixed 15. Level of confusion and diffusion Intermediate 

8. Number of S-boxes 1 16. Cipher text size 128 

 

X. CONCLUSION 

Following table gives net wrapping up of study of some 

imperative metrics.  

Comparison of  algorithms is as follows: 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of Algorithm Plain text 

size 

Cipher text 

size 

Block size Key length Number of  

Keys 

Number 

of 

S boxes 

Number 

of operators 

1. SDES 8 8 8 10 01 2 1 

2. DES 64 64 64 56 01 8 1 

3. 3DES(2) 64 64 64 112 02 24 1 

4. 3DES(3) 64 64 64 168 03 24 1 

5. IDEA 64 64 64 128 01 No S-box 3 

6. BLOWFISH 64 64 64 32 to 448 01 4 2 

7. RC5 64 64 32,64, 

128 

40 to 2040 01 No S-box 5 

8. RC2 64 64 64 8 to 1024 01 No S-box 5 

9. CAST- 128 64 64 64 40 to 128 01 8 4 

10. AES 128 128 128 128,192 or 

256 

01 1 1 

 

We can very well monitor from the table that cryptographic 

strength identical given metrics of SDES are either not 

secure or less secure. Consequently it is the weakest 

algorithm in the midst of all the above ciphers. In case of 

CAST-128 and AES cryptographic parameters 

corresponding certain metrics are tremendously secure and 

proficient. Consequently in cooperation the algorithms are 

strongest among all ciphers. In contrast to, remaining 

provide far-fetched expansion in transmission of data over 

the cloud by the side of security there is prerequisite to 

make sure the size of transmitted data so as to compress the 

utilization of bandwidth and memory space required to 

store data .If size of data to be conveyed can be constrained 

in size. It will facilitate in escalating the transmission speed 

of data. For this” Efficient Key Mechanism And Reduced 

Cipher Text Technique For accessible data and 

communication (EMDS)”[12] projected in my previous 

work can work better. 
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